1. For fixed k < 1 the generalized Hilbert matrix is 77* = iim+n + l-k)~1), m, re = 0, 1, 2, • • • . By a latent root of 77* we mean a complex number X such that there exists a non-null sequence of complex numbers {x,,}* with the property that X) (« + m + 1 -k)~lxn »=o converges to Xxm for all non-negative integers ra. It is known (see [6; 3] , and [4] ) that 7r csc irk is a latent root of 77* if k>0. Taussky [9] posed the problem of determining whether 7r is a latent root of 77o. This problem was solved by Kato [5] , who applied a general theory to show that Hk has the latent root tt when 1/2^k.
We shall prove 
and by 2.4 and 2.2,
Thus if we consider 3Ck as an operator on 7,2(0, «>), then 77* is the matrix representation of Kk relative to the complete orthonormal set {fa,}. Henceforth we shall take u to be a complex number such that -1/2 <Reu< 1/2, ft < 1, and f(x) = Wk,u(x)x-1. The equation
is a particularization of an equation noted by Hari Shanker [7] . Hence a reasonable candidate for a solution {xn} of the matrix equa- 
